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Curriculum Vitae

I was born on January 19th in Palmira, an agricultural city near the Pacific coast
in western Colombia, to Carlos Izquierdo and Damaris Cartagena, and raised
alongside my younger sister, Camila. Most of my early education took place at
the all-through school Colegio Agustiniano in the same city, where I developed a
passion for maths and problem-solving. This love for numbers led me to participate
in regional math Olympiads, earning me local government scholarships to enroll
in foundational math courses at the University of Valle in the neighboring city of
Cali. During that period, I believed my future would revolve around the study
of mathematics as a pure discipline. However, due to enlightening conversations
with friends involved in science, my interest began to lean towards something more
applied, and I would thus aim my college applications at programs in physics and
astronomy at various national universities.

At the age of 16, I accepted one of the college offers and embarked on my
bachelor’s studies in Astronomy at the University of Antioquia in Medellin. It was
clear that the mathematical aspect I had initially yearned for was prominently
incorporated into the curriculum of the program, but I anyway quickly developed
a fascination for the study of celestial bodies and the physical theories behind the
functioning of galaxies, stars, and planets. This newfound interest was largely
thanks to the guidance of wonderful professors and mentors who introduced me to
the pleasure of grasping the complexities of the natural world, or at least a small
fraction of it. In this phase I also discovered an immense passion for coding in my
programming courses. Bridging the theoretical knowledge acquired in other classes
for the sake of analysing physical and astronomical data with numerical methods
made me particularly excited. In parallel, I also explored more empirical work as a
research associate on a project focused on developing an optical vortex coronagraph
within the university’s Optics and Photonics group, but it was computational
science where my heart and brain would truly rejoice.

Another significant aspect that shaped my career from an early stage was inter-
national collaboration. My first experience abroad took me to a summer school in
2015 at the Institute of Radioastronomy and Astrophysics (IRyA) in Mexico. Dur-
ing this program, I engaged in a project led by Dr. Roberto Galván-Madrid, with
the goal of revealing the three-dimensional structure and dynamics of a massive
star-forming region, observed with ALMA, through radiative transfer modelling,
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marking the beginning of a long-lasting scientific network and friendship which
endures to this day. Following that, in 2016, I had the privilege of participating in
the LEAPS summer school program at the Leiden Observatory, where I continued
my work on radiative transfer modelling under the guidance of Dr. Luke Maud.
Both of these experiences further fueled my passion for astronomical research and
ultimately led to the publication of my first scientific article while I was completing
my bachelor’s studies.

My journey in astronomy continued with a one-year master’s degree at the
University of Manchester, under the wise supervision of Dr. Rowan Smith. It was
an intense year, far from home and filled with mixed emotions, but it was also a
period of huge personal growth and excitement as I embarked on full-time research
for the first time. During this phase, I shifted my focus to studying much larger
celestial objects, although still closely related to the process of star formation.
The aim of this project was to determine the relative influence of supernovae
and gravitational forces in shaping the dynamics and evolution of the dense and
cold regions of the interstellar medium where stars are born. I achieved this by
performing statistical analyses of the observable kinematic structure of molecular
clouds extracted from numerical simulations of our Galaxy.

Moving forward to my Ph.D. studies, in the fall of 2019, I was exceptionally
fortunate to have been accepted for a position jointly offered by Prof. dr. Leonardo
Testi and Prof. dr. Ewine van Dishoeck, to work at both the European Southern
Observatory in Germany and the Leiden Observatory. Initially, my main project
consisted of modelling the radiation transport of protoplanetary discs based on
hydrodynamical simulations, but the focus gradually shifted to exploring the kine-
matics of these discs and developing the methodologies for young-planet detection
presented in this thesis. All of this became possible thanks to the inspiring guid-
ance of Leonardo and Ewine, along with close collaboration with Dr. Stefano
Facchini and Dr. Giovanni Rosotti.

My next stop is Gainesville in the United States, where I will assume a position
as a NASA Sagan Fellow at the University of Florida. My goal there is to enhance
and streamline the identification of crucial observables resulting from planet-disc
interaction and the influence of non-planetary mechanisms on disc structure and
dynamics, setting the stage for a significant shift in the way we study the impact
and presence of planets in their formation environment.
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